e185 bpm. Solid latin feel

Times are like a river, each day the river rolls,
Those who sailed before us left ripples where they'd been.

Chords:
Cm - Gm7 - Fm7 - Gm7
Cm - Gm7 - Fm7 - Gm7
Gus2 - G
Chorus:
Cm - Aminor7 - Ab/Ab
we are on life's river,
As we sail up river, and
sailing in the flow,
trav'lin' back thru time,
how it is to day,
disc for

join in a joumey that started long ago,
leaving where we've come from,
I wonder what we'll find?
ev'ry changed by one
who gave his life a way

river

feel the pulse, the sprey, the flow.
river,
ev'ry moving to its goal.
river,

river

river